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I. Introduction

Thomas Pogge has argued, famously, that “we” are harming the global poor.

Indeed, we are not only harming them; we are violating their rights insofar as we

uphold an unjust international order which provides a legal and economic frame-

work within which individuals and groups can and do deprive such individuals

of their lives, liberty, and property.1 The rights we are violating are ones whose

existence Pogge takes to be relatively uncontroversial: rights to life, property,

free assembly, and the like, rather than so-called “subsistence rights” whose

existence is sometimes taken to be more controversial.2 Pogge also holds that in

violating these rights, we are failing to fulfil duties: not simply positive duties,

such as duties of assistance, but also negative duties, like the duty not to kill, or

the duty not to endanger life. In an arresting image, Pogge suggests that our rela-

tionship to the world’s poor is not like that of a passer-by who fails to come to

the assistance of a victim of a hit-and-run accident perpetrated by another driver,

but more like that of someone who is (at best) culpably negligent in causing an

accident, and then fails to do anything to remedy the situation.3

In this article, I shall be primarily concerned with what I shall call the

“Negative Duty Claim”:

N: We are violating a negative duty by upholding the existing global order.

N constitutes a distinctive contribution to debates about moral responses to

poverty. Although one’s views about N do not settle every question in this area,

accepting N appears to have the potential to transform our response to these

questions. One conspicuous way in which it does so is by making the issue of

our response seem more psychologically urgent; violations of negative duties

are often seen as in need of, and therefore as justifying, more immediate and

potentially more costly remedial action than failure to act in accordance with

positive duties.

N is distinctive for a further, less widely discussed reason: the first-person

plural mode of address that it incorporates.4 Pogge typically formulates his

position as a view not about the actions and responsibilities of this or that group
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of individuals, of whom he and/or his readers may or may not be members, but

by using the immediately arresting pronouns “we” and “us.” Pogge’s use of the

first-person pronoun generates a sense of psychological urgency which goes

beyond that suggested by his formulation of his claim in terms of negative

duties. It does so, I suggest, precisely because it seems to invite an engaged

response in the listener: one which leads them to expect that an appropriate

response on the part of a listener will be one which demands something from

them as an individual.5 This is true even though, or perhaps even because, there

seems to be a certain amount of indeterminacy involved in the question of who

exactly counts as “one of us.”6

One central claim in what follows will be that it is at this very point that

Pogge overreaches. It is natural to assume that if “we” are violating the rights of

the worst off, and if I am one of “us,” there is something which I am morally

bound to do in response. But I shall argue that we should resist this assumption.

If there is a sense in which “we” are harming the worse off—and I shall suggest

that there is, albeit one which most discussion of Pogge’s views seems to have

overlooked—then it is one on which very few claims about what I should do can

be straightforwardly inferred from the truth of N.

My discussion will differ from many of those to be found in the existing lit-

erature by taking Pogge’s claim about what “we” are doing to be a claim about

collective action, rather than mere causal contribution to harm.7 Pogge himself

suggests a reading of this sort when he speaks, in a recent article, of our viola-

tions of the rights of the world’s poor being the result of something we

“collaboratively impose.” However, Pogge has said very little about this aspect

of his position, or about how it might relate to existing accounts of collective

action, collective obligation, and collective responsibility, and most existing

discussions of his view do not engage with these issues.

This is unfortunate. As I shall argue in Sections V and VI, the collective

agency reading of Pogge’s position is both more textually plausible and more

philosophically fruitful than the causal contribution reading—even though it

cannot, in the end, sustain the results that Pogge apparently wishes to establish. I

shall also argue, in Sections VII–XI, that on the collective agency reading of N,

there is a sense in which it is plausible that “we” are upholding the global eco-

nomic order and violating the rights of the least well-off. However, this sense is

a nondistributive one, on which it does not follow that I am upholding the global

economic order or violating the rights of the least well-off. Furthermore, as I

shall argue in Sections XII–XVII, there are no straightforwardly acceptable prin-

ciples that would enable me to derive claims about ways in which I am liable

from the truth of the defensible reading of N.

One might regard it as a mistake to attribute to Pogge even an implicit com-

mitment to the view that N should have some action-guiding consequences for

individuals. Pogge is often identified as favoring institutional over individualist

responses to problems of global distributive justice. So we might think that he

would be vindicated provided the claim that we are violating a negative duty
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entails that we should do something about it, whether or not this has any impli-

cations for what particular individuals should do. However, this line of thought

conflates questions about what needs to be done with questions about who

should do it. These are distinct issues, which are worth keeping separate.

Call a proposal “individual-focused” if it proposes to combat problems

about international justice by effecting changes in individual behavior, and

“institution-focused” if it does so by proposing changes not in individual behav-

ior but in the structure of institutions. Pogge’s approach to questions about

global justice is institution-focused. But it does not follow from this that its

addressees are, in the first instance, institutions.8 For it is individuals rather than

institutions who read books such as Pogge’s; and institutions can only be

changed by individuals. If Pogge were putting forward an account which was

not merely institution-focused but also addressed to institutions we might be

able to be content with an account that had implications for the obligations of

groups but not of individuals.9 But an account of that sort would hardly be one

for which the first-person-plural mode of address was appropriate. And, in any

case, we shall see that the institution that Pogge would need to be addressing

with his “we” is a somewhat inchoate one.

II. Preliminary Clarifications: Picking out the “We”

I take (N) to have two components. The first is a nonmoralized claim about

what we are doing: namely, upholding the existing global order. The second is a

claim about the moral significance of what we are doing: namely that our

upholding of the existing global order constitutes a violation of a negative duty.

Call these two components N1 and N2, thus:

N1: We are upholding the existing global order.

N2: In virtue of the truth of N1, we are violating a negative duty.

Neither N1 nor N2 refer directly to violations of rights. Nevertheless, Pogge

makes an important claim about rights that is closely related to N1 and N2.

R: By upholding the existing global order, we violate the rights of the

global poor.

For ease of exposition I shall sometimes refer to N1, N2, and R as the

“Upholding Claim,” the “Negative Duty Claim,” and the “Rights Claim,” respec-

tively. On Pogge’s view, the truth of R explains why N2 follows from N1. There may

be ways of arguing from N1 to N2 that do not rely on the truth of R, but a view which

relied on an argument of this sort would be significantly different from Pogge’s.

Since Pogge frames his discussion of N in first person plural terms, it is nat-

ural to ask who is included when he talks about “us.” This is sometimes
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unclear.10 Initially plausible-seeming answers include “everyone on the planet”;

“every mature citizen of a Western democratic state”; “everyone in the actual or

potential audience or readership of Pogge’s talks and books”; and no doubt sev-

eral others. Pogge himself has recently written as follows: “By ’we’, I mean citi-

zens of developed countries (e.g., the United States, the European Union, Japan,

Canada, Australia, and New Zealand) who have sufficient mental maturity, edu-

cation, and political opportunities to share responsibility for their government’s

foreign policy and for its role in designing and imposing supranational

institutions.”11 While this seems clear enough, Pogge then obscures matters

once more by saying that he “suspends judgment” as to whether “a laid off

steel-worker or struggling single mother in today’s United States” shares the

responsibilities that he takes to follow from the truth of N.12

One reason why there is some unclarity about who Pogge’s “we” includes

is that it is not obvious which citizens we should take to share responsibility for

their government’s foreign policy. One might naturally regard possession of the

right to vote as at least a necessary condition of such responsibility. On this

view, Pogge’s “we” would not include—for example—disenfranchised felons in

some American states, or citizens of the United Kingdom who have not been

resident in the United Kingdom in the last fifteen years (and have not acquired

citizenship elsewhere). However, Pogge’s discussion of the workers of Man-

chester who joined the anti-slavery movement in 1787 suggests that he might

not accept possession of the right to vote as a necessary condition of the respon-

sibility he is concerned with here. For although many of these workers would

not have possessed this right—and certainly no women workers did—Pogge

takes seriously the possibility that they would have been correct in taking them-

selves to have such responsibilities.13

One point is especially worth noting here. However, we interpret Pogge’s

remarks, it seems that his “we” will not include everyone who participates in the

global economy, or whose actions contribute causally to the global economic

order. For that class will include many people who are not citizens of developed

countries: for example, residents of developed countries who are not citizens of

either their country of residence or of any other country; and residents whether

citizens or noncitizens, of nondeveloped countries who do not hold citizenship

of any developed country. As we shall see in Section IV, this point will have sig-

nificant consequences for the interpretation of N1.

III. Preliminary Clarifications (2): Forward and Backward-Looking

Responsibility and Accountability

In discussing N2 I shall be primarily concerned with what is sometimes

called “backward-looking” rather than “forward-looking” responsibility.14 This

may surprise some readers. Pogge is concerned, with good reason, with the

question of how the position of the world’s poor might be improved. So we

might expect him to be primarily concerned with the questions about “forward-
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looking responsibility”: that is, with questions about who the burdens of alleviat-

ing the ills of the global poor might fall on. And Pogge sometimes addresses

matters in precisely these terms.15 However, claims about what we have done,

and in particular claims about violations of negative rights seem to be more nat-

urally understood as claims about backward-looking responsibility: they are,

after all, claims about who has done—or who is doing—what.

The apparent tension between these perspectives can be resolved if we take

Pogge to be committed to a fairly natural, and initially plausible, way of con-

necting backward- and forward-looking responsibility, suggested by his discus-

sion of the hit-and-run car accident, which I call the “Natural View.” On the

“Natural View,” those who bear backward-looking responsibility for harms

caused by violations of human rights thereby acquire—in the typical case, and

other things being equal—forward-looking responsibilities for bearing the bur-

dens involved remedying those violations.16

This formulation of the Natural View is an exegetical suggestion about

Pogge’s position, rather than a claim I take myself to be committed to defend-

ing. For my purposes, what matters is that if something like the Natural View is

correct, then it explains why someone concerned with alleviating the situation

of the world’s poor should be interested in the truth of the Negative Duty Claim.

But the exegetical suggestion would be uninteresting if it imputed an obviously

untenable view to Pogge. Some further commentary is therefore necessary in

order to forestall objections on this score.

It is important to notice that the Natural View, as I have stated it, has two

parts: it provides a way of determining the bearers of forward-looking responsi-

bility for remedying harms (on the assumption that some facts about backward-

looking responsibility are known); and it also specifies a direction of explana-

tory priority.17 The view thus excludes the—dubiously coherent—possibility

that one might become retrospectively responsible (in the backward-looking

sense) for past wrongdoing by taking on the burdens involved in remedying it.18

The qualifications “in the typical case,” “other things being equal,” and “in

the first instance” are important elements of the Natural View. A version of the

Natural View which omitted them would have implausible consequences: it

would rule out the possibility of principles distributing what are sometimes

called “secondary remedial responsibilities”—that is to say, responsibilities for

compensating individuals for violations of rights in situations where those who

had committed those violations were either unable to compensate for them or

were in some way or another fully or partly morally excused from the burdens

involved in doing so. In particular, it would entail—as the provisoed version of

the Natural View which I have put forward does not—that violations of human

rights committed by those who subsequently became unable to bear the costs

involved in violating them should go uncompensated.19

Backward- and forward-looking responsibility should be carefully distin-

guished from a further notion with which they both, nevertheless, have at least

something in common. This is the notion of accountability developed by
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Christopher Kutz.20 On Kutz’s usage, accountability is at least in part a

backward-looking notion: one is accountable (or not) for things that have hap-

pened in the past. But the notion also has a forward-looking dimension: those

who are accountable for some wrongdoing are those who are liable—in the first

instance—for the costs involved in reparative action.

This forward-looking dimension of accountability leads Kutz to place as a

constraint on the acceptability of a theory of accountability that it should not

allow for any “accountability gaps”: situations where some serious harm has

been done, but for which no individual is accountable. This feature of Kutzian

accountability suggests that it is conceptually distinct from, and differs in its

extension from the more familiar notion of backward-looking responsibility.

Many theorists of backward-looking collective responsibility have been moti-

vated to argue for the existence of collective responsibility precisely on the

grounds that there appear to be cases where harm has been done, but in which

no individual can be held responsible. If this is correct, then findings of account-

ability may go wider than findings of responsibility.21

Despite the differences between the notions of responsibility and account-

ability, the latter notion will prove to be of interest in what follows, insofar as it

suggests a route independent of that established by the Natural View, by which

facts about what we do together can have implications for what individuals will

do. This will turn out to be of particular significance in the light of a key claim

in this article—namely that the most defensible readings of the Upholding, Neg-
ative Duty, and Rights claims are ones that involve nondistributive forms of

predication. For it will suggest a route—albeit an ultimately unsuccessful one—

by which Pogge might attempt to show how these nondistributive claims might

have significant action-guiding implications for particular individuals.

IV. Ambiguities in N: Distributive and Nondistributive Predication

Pogge’s discussion of N is framed in first-person plural terms: it involves

claims about what “we” are doing. There are important questions about how

claims of this sort are to be understood. It will be helpful to start by noting two

related ambiguities that they may involve. One arises from a distinction that

applies, in principle, to all cases where a predicate is applied to a plural subject

term. Some such predications are, as logicians put it, “distributive.” In such

cases, it follows from the claim that “The as are F” that each individual a is F. If

I say, of a group of football fans that they are jubilant at their team’s perfor-

mance, I may mean that each of them is jubilant. Importantly for our purposes,

not all instances of plural predication are distributive: if the football fans are

appropriately jubilant because their team has outscored the opposition, it need

not be true that each member of their team has outscored the opposition.22

The distinction between distributive and nondistributive forms of plural

predication has significant implications. Consider N2, the Negative Duty claim.

If we understand it distributively, then it follows from its truth that I am
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violating a negative duty. And if we accept something like the Natural View, it

will follow fairly straightforwardly that I have good reason to take myself to be

responsible for bearing the costs of remedying the wrongs that this violation of a

negative duty brings about. But if we understand N2 nondistributively, matters

will be less clear. For on this reading, N2 can be true even if it is not true that I
am violating a moral duty. So, even if the Natural View is correct, it will not fol-

low so straightforwardly that I am responsible for bearing these costs.23

We might nevertheless wonder whether a conclusion of this sort can be taken

to follow in a less obvious fashion. For example, we might take it to follow from

the truth of N2, read nondistributively, together with the natural view, that we are

responsible for bearing the costs of remedying our violations of negative duties.

But again, the distinction between nondistributive and distributive forms of plural

predication seems important. Unless we read this claim about forward-looking

responsibility in a distributive manner, it will still not follow that I am responsible

for bearing any costs. Furthermore, there seems to be some mystery involved in

inferring from a nondistributive version of the Negative Duty claim and the Natural

View to a distributive claim about forward-looking responsibility.24

It is tempting to take Pogge to be committed to a distributive reading of N1,

since he seems to take N1 to have some implications for the forward-looking

responsibilities of the individuals he is addressing. However, we should be cau-

tious about this inference for at least three reasons. First, Pogge rarely seems to

commit himself to the truth of distributive versions of claims like R: he refrains

from claiming of each individual that he is addressing that they are violating the

rights of the world’s poor.25 If Pogge’s view is compatible with the possibility

that R is true only in a nondistributive sense, then we should also bear in mind

the possibility that is compatible with N2’s being true only in a nondistributive

sense. Second, taking the truth of N2 to have implications for the forward-

looking responsibilities of Pogge’s “we” does not require us to understand N2

distributively. For one might in principle argue from the backward-looking

responsibilities of a group of people to the existence of forward-looking respon-

sibilities falling on members of that group in any number of ways (e.g., by argu-

ing from nondistributive backward-looking responsibilities of the group to

forward-looking responsibilities of the group, and then from forward-looking

responsibilities of the group to forward-looking responsibilities of members26).

Finally, and most importantly, the question of whether we should under-

stand N2 distributively or not seems likely to depend on how N1 is understood.

Like N2, N1 will admit of both distributive and nondistributive readings. In this

section and the next, I shall argue that the most plausible reading of N1 is a non-

distributive one. This reading of N1 which I call the “collective agency” read-

ing, is one on which the most straightforward inferences of N1 to the truth of

some version of R and thence to some version of N2 are likely to involve non-

distributive versions of those claims.

Does R admit of nondistributive readings? If we think that any claims about

rights violations admit such readings, it is hard to see why R should not. And
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provided we think that collective agents can violate rights, we have reason to

think that at least some claims about rights violations should be read nondistri-

butively.27 Or at least we will have such reason provided we think that an agent

who violates a right thereby acts wrongly. For it seems possible for an individual

to be a member of a rights-violating collective agent under conditions which

excuse the individual from wrongdoing. One obvious example would be when

an individual’s membership of the collective agent that violates rights is

coerced. Another might be when an individual’s membership of a given collec-

tive agent persists despite the existence of conditions which would typically

excuse them from wrongdoing more generally, such as excusable ignorance of

or inattention to the nature of the course of action pursued by the collective of

which they are a member was performing. Under these circumstances the indi-

vidual who is excused does not act wrongly; and if the connection between

rights violation and wrongdoing that I mentioned earlier can be sustained, they

do not violate any rights.

In arguing for the intelligibility of nondistributive readings of claims about

rights violations I have drawn on very general claims about collective agency

and rights violation (such as the fact that collectives may contain members who

are for one reason or another excused from wrongdoing perpetrated by their

members, and that collective agents may have options which are deliberatively

available to them, but not to their members). The generality of these consider-

ations suggests that claims about rights violations committed by collective

agents should typically be understood to involve nondistributive predication.

However, the fact that a certain claim involves nondistributive predication is

only a fact about what that claim entails—that is to say, a claim about what is

true in all possible worlds where the claim is true. So it is compatible with

everything that I have said that in any given case, a collective agent can be

guilty of violating someone’s rights and that every individual member of that

collective should be guilty of violating that individual’s rights.

V. Ambiguities in N1: The Causal Contribution and Collective

Agency Readings

N1 admits of both distributive and nondistributive readings. I shall now

argue that we should focus on the nondistributive reading. To see why, it will be

helpful to consider a further ambiguity in N1 between what I shall call the

“causal contribution” and “collective agency” readings. On the “causal contribu-

tion” reading, N1 will be true just in case each of the individuals included in

Pogge’s “we” plays makes some causal contribution to upholding the global

economic order. Call this claim N1cc. On the “collective agency” reading of

N1, it will be true provided that the “we” whom Pogge is addressing constitute

some kind of collective agent, which upholds the global economic order. Call

this claim N1ca.
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N1cc and N1ca are not equivalent. On almost all accounts of collective

action, the truth of N1cc will not be sufficient for the truth of N1ca.28 We can

see this by noting that on most accounts of collective action, some things that

are the upshot of actions on the part of a plurality of individuals will not count

as instances of collective action. For example, on many such accounts, if

passers-by wear a path in some grass without coordinating their actions in any

way, but simply in virtue of the accumulating effects of the footsteps of one per-

son after another, this will not count as an instance of collective action. What

more is required will vary from theory to theory: it may be an intention to partic-

ipate in a common project29; a collective or corporate decision procedure30; a

joint commitment,31 or something else. (On many accounts N1cc may also not

be necessary for the truth of N1ca either: it may be compatible with some mem-

bers of the “we” making no causal contribution, or making a causal contribution

which is counteracted or pre-empted by the contributions of others.)

N1ca seems to involve a nondistributive form of collective predication;

for, typically and on most plausible theories of collective agency, what is true of

collective agents will not be true of the individuals that makeup that collective.32 I

shall argue in Section VI, we should adopt the collective action reading of N1. It

follows that we should read N1 nondistributively.33

VI. Against the “Causal Contribution” Reading

N1cc has been the focus of a recent debate between Elizabeth Ashford and

Saladin Meckled-Garcia.34 Central to this debate has been the question of the

plausibility of the inference from N1cc to R, and thence to N2: Ashford claims,

drawing on work by Derek Parfit and others, that an inference of this sort is

valid.35 Meckled-Garcia denies this. This debate has been somewhat inconclu-

sive: it appears to turn on the plausibility of a principle which Meckled-Garcia

affirms and Ashford denies, to the effect that nonfulfillment of an individual’s

rights can only constitute a rights violation if it is the result of an action by some

specifiable agent or agents.

It is not clear whether Pogge intends N1 to be understood along the lines of

N1cc. Understanding it thus fits poorly with an aspect of Pogge’s position which

I noted in Section II: namely, that Pogge’s “we” excludes many individuals who

contribute to the global economy. This exclusion is difficult to motivate if Pogge

intends N1 to be understood along the lines of N1cc. It also seems somewhat

patronizing: why should Pogge address his message only to the citizens of

developed countries and not to others who make a causal contribution? N1cc

would remain true if we took Pogge’s “we” to extend to those individuals.36

Some might suggest that there is no point in Pogge addressing these individuals

with his “we”: they are either politically or economically disempowered to such an

extent that it is unlikely to be worthwhile addressing claims such as N2 to them.

But this seems implausible: a relatively wealthy citizen of an underdeveloped
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country seems at least as empowered in this respect as the eighteenth-century Man-

chester machine-workers mentioned in Section II can have been.

N1ca seems, then, to accord better with Pogge’s own formulation of his

position.37 It also suggests a way of circumventing the debate between

Meckled-Garcia and Ashford. To see this, it will be helpful to see why, on

Meckled-Garcia’s view, the inference from N1cc to R fails. Suppose N1cc is

true, and suppose that it is also true that, as a result, many of the world’s poor

live in a situation in which their human rights are unfulfilled. Even under these

assumptions, it does not follow that anyone’s rights are being violated; and if no

one’s rights are being violated neither we nor anyone else is violating anyone’s

human rights.

Pogge would not dispute this. As far as he is concerned, there are at least two

further conditions that must be true for human rights violations to be occurring:

they must be foreseeable, and they must be avoidable.38 The notions of foresee-

ability and avoidability are complex ones: they refer to capacities which, on some

views of things, only agents can have, and which can only be applied to groups

containing more than one person when those groups constitute a collective

agent.39 However, Pogge seems to have in mind something weaker than this when

he talks about the nonfulfillment of human rights being “avoidable.” He seems to

mean that there is a set of actions (or perhaps several sets of actions) that could be

taken by identifiable agents, and on which the nonfulfillment of these human

rights would not occur. Let us grant that this is in fact the case.

Does R follow from the truth of N1cc and the fulfillment of the foreseeabil-

ity and avoidability conditions that human rights are being violated? Meckled-

Garcia thinks not. He argues that human rights violations must involve what he

calls “directed wrongdoing” by some agent or agents. For an action or omission

to commit “directed wrongdoing,” he claims, it must “unreasonably impose a

loss or risk on some person.” An action can only impose a loss or risk

“unreasonably” if there is some reasonable principle available to the agent

whose adoption would prevent risks or losses of this sort. A principle can only

count as “available” to an agent in this sense if it is a principle that the agent

could actually adopt in the world as it is.40

In some situations, one can contribute causally to the nonfulfillment of

human rights without committing any directed wrongdoing. For there are situa-

tions where there is no reasonable principle on which I might act which avoid

these consequences. We might think that at least some of the actions by which I

uphold the global economic order fall into this category. For example, it is argu-

able that on Meckled-Garcia’s conception of reasonableness, I do not unreason-

ably impose losses on the world’s poor simply by participating in the global

economy. For there is no reasonable principle available to me, on which I can

avoid participating in the global economy. If this is correct, the truth of R, and

hence of N2 do not follow from N1cc.

One might respond to this line of argument by disputing the claim that

rights violations must involve directed wrongdoing.41 Or one might accept this
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claim while arguing that Meckled-Garcia’s account of reasonableness is too nar-

row.42 For example, one might take a principle to be reasonable if a group of

agents could adopt it together, even if no individual agent could adopt it on their

own. If this conception of reasonableness is adopted then the possibility of alter-

native global economic orders which do not inflict the kinds of harm that are

currently inflicted on the global poor, would leave open the possibility that these

harms are in fact “unreasonably imposed” and do, for that reason, constitute

directed wrongdoing.43

One difficulty in resolving the debate between Meckled-Garcia and Ashford

is precisely this framing in terms of “reasonableness.” For it is not clear whether

this notion is sufficiently substantial for debates about what is and what is not

reasonable to be clearly resoluble. However, switching our attention from N1cc

to N1ca suggests a way out of this impasse. For in order to block the inference

from N1cc to R, Meckled-Garcia needs to claim that there is no specifiable agent

to whom the rights violation in R could be attributed. But on many—though not

all—theories of collective agency, the truth of N1ca will require the existence of

a collective agent of precisely the sort that Meckled-Garcia takes to be missing

on Ashford’s view. Since, as I have already argued, N1ca is also a more plausi-

ble reading of N1 on textual grounds than N1cc, we should concentrate our

attention on this way of understanding Pogge’s view.

VII. The Collective Action Reading of N1 and N2

In Sections III and IV, I distinguished between the “causal contribution”

and “collective agency” readings of N1, and gave both textual and philosophical

reasons for focusing on the latter. This raises a problem. Although philosophers

have given a number of different accounts of collective action in recent decades,

Pogge himself has given no indication as to the conception of collective agency

he thinks might be most relevant to understanding his view.44

We can distinguish two different approaches to philosophical discussions of

collective action, which I shall describe as “singularism” and “pluralism.” On a

“singularist” view, different accounts of collective action should be regarded as

rival, and mostly incompatible accounts of a single core phenomenon that consti-

tutes some kind of overarching social or metaphysical kind. On a “pluralist” view,

there are a number of related phenomena, all of which might legitimately be

regarded as phenomena of collective agency, and which might be more or less

closely related to one another.45 In what follows I shall remain agnostic as to

whether a singularist or a pluralist approach to collective action is correct while

approaching matters from a pluralistic perspective for expository purposes.46

Accounts of collective action can be ordered in terms of how much internal

organization in a group they take to be required for collective action to be possible.

At one end of the spectrum are views like Christopher Kutz’s on which the condi-

tions for collective action are comparatively easily met.47 On views of this sort it is

relatively easy to show that a group of individuals have engaged in some form of
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collective action. At the other end of the spectrum, there are accounts such as Peter

French’s, which require a high degree of organization within a group.48

For ease of reference I shall sometimes refer to Kutz’s model and French’s

model as the “minimal” and “corporate” conceptions of collective action. However,

it may be worth noting that when I talk about the “corporate” conception of collec-

tive action, I shall not always have in mind literal business corporations, as defined

by the legal system of the United States or any other country, of the sort which

French focuses on. Rather, I use the label “corporate action” to refer to a particular

way of conceiving of collective action, which is modelled on French’s notion of cor-

porate action (and which I shall explain and motivate in more detail in Section IX.)49

In what follows, I shall examine views at each end of the spectrum of

demandingness, and argue that neither of them provide us with what Pogge’s

position seems to require: namely, an account which makes it plausible that

“we” make up a collective agent that acts in a way that violates a negative duty,

and which also grounds ascriptions of liability to individuals.50 Of course, this

leaves open the possibility that some account intermediate between Kutz’s and

French’s might in principle do the job that Pogge requires. However, it seems

reasonable to think that if neither of these two accounts can do the job, the onus

is on Pogge to propose one that will.

VIII. Kutz’s Minimalist Account of Collective Action

Christopher Kutz’s minimalist account allows for the possibility of collec-

tive action occurring in relatively unstructured groups. On a view of this sort,

the claim that “we” are performing some action or engaged in some kind of

activity is hostage to relatively few claims about how “we” are organized or

relate to one another. A defense of N understood along Kutzian lines therefore

seems likely to be compatible with a wide range of views about how the global

economic order is enforced.

Central to Kutz’s account is the notion of a “participatory intention.” A

“participatory intention” is an intention to carry out one’s role in some kind of

collective project. The project involved may be either small-scale—such as play-

ing a game of chess—or large-scale—such as participating in the firebombing of

Dresden.51 A person can have a participatory intention without necessarily having

any detailed knowledge of the roles that other individuals need to play in order for

the collective project to succeed; and they may even have one if they are unsure

about some of the details of what the project aims at achieving. So, for example, I

might have a participatory intention relevant to my involvement in the fire-

bombing of Dresden without necessarily intending to carry out a large-scale terror

attack on a civilian population: I might simply intend to do my duty by having the

intention to play my part in what I think of as the military exercise scheduled to

take place at such and such a time and in such and such a place.

On Kutz’s account, it is a necessary and sufficient condition for my partici-

pation in a collective action that I have a participatory intention of the right sort.
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One might object that this cannot be an analysis of the notion of collective

action, since the definition of a participatory intention seems to involve refer-

ence to the notion of a collective action. However, Kutz argues that this need

not matter: we do not need an analysis of the notion of collective action in order

to know the truth-conditions of the claim that I have participated in something

that we have done.52

Does Kutz’s account entail that we are upholding the global economic

order? Kutz himself suggests that we can usefully be seen as participating in a

collective economic project by virtue of participating in a market economy: by

buying and selling, accepting paid employment, and so on. The claim that we

are upholding the global economic order might seem to go beyond this in two

respects. Someone might suggest that our participation in a market economy

need only require an intention to participate in a local—rather than global—eco-

nomic project. Alternatively, they might draw a firm distinction between partici-

pating in an economy under a given set of rules and upholding those rules.

The first of these points seems easily answered. While there presumably

could be a functioning global economy whose participants were simply ignorant

of the existence of economic relationships above the national level, most reason-

ably (or even minimally) well-informed consumers will be aware of some of the

international dimensions of trade and employment relationships: they will know

that many of the foods they eat are produced abroad, and that the electronic

goods they purchase will have been manufactured in other countries before

being distributed in a range of different countries, and so on. The second point is

slightly trickier to handle. Economic participation need not entail an awareness

of the rules by which international trade is governed, let alone an intention to

participate in a project of setting those rules.

One strategy would be to suggest that what is important in this context is

not whether one intends to participate in a certain project, but whether one bene-

fits from doing so. However, this line of argument would take us outside Kutz’s

framework. A response which fits better with that framework, and which would

make sense of Pogge’s remarks about his intended audience discussed in Section

II, would be to suggest that political, rather than economic, participation might

indicate involvement in such a project. For while many enfranchised citizens

will not be aware of the details by which the terms of trade between different

nations are set, they will at least be aware that the politicians they elect will

have as part of their role that of negotiating acceptable, and as far as possible

advantageous, terms of trade for the citizens of their own countries.

So on Kutz’s account N1 seems to be true. That is to say, it seems true that

N1: We are upholding the existing global order.

where this is interpreted, along lines that I have already suggested in Sections

IV–VI, as a claim about collective action.
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By contrast, Kutz’s account does not provide a straightforward way of

defending R:

R: By upholding the existing global order, we violate the rights of the

global poor.

It seems implausible that my participating in the domestic politics of my own

country need entail that I intend to participate in a project which I frame to myself

as being that of violating the rights of the world’s worst-off. (Some people may

frame things to themselves in just this way, priding themselves on their hard-

headed realism. But it need not be the general case.) Still, one might be tempted

to think that if N1 is true and the workings of the global economic order result in

the rights of the global poor being unfulfilled, then R must be true as well.

However, we saw in Section VI that there are reasons for resisting infer-

ences from claims about the nonfulfillment of human rights to claims about the

existence of violations. We saw in that discussion that a great deal turned out to

depend on how we understood the notion of reasonableness that Meckled-

Garcia appealed to in attempting to block that inference. We might wonder

whether Kutz’s account of collective agency provides us with some way of

bridging the gap that Meckled-Garcia identifies between rights going unfulfilled

and rights being violated.

One way in which we might hope it could do so is by identifying some col-

lective agent which could plausibly be seen as a violator of rights even when no

individual can plausible be so seen. (Such an agent would have to be something

of which we could intelligibly ask whether it adopted principles that were, on

Meckled-Garcia’s conception of reasonableness, “unreasonable.”) However,

Kutz’s account cannot help us in this way. For Kutz emphasizes that his account

is “metaphysically lightweight”: it is intended to explain the possibility of col-

lective action in a way that does not entail the existence of any collective

agents.53 If we want to argue that in upholding the global economic order, we

are violating the rights of the global poor, we will have to find another way of

doing so. And insofar as claims about violations of duties are supported on the

basis of claims such as R, Kutz’s account gives us no reason to accept them.

Such claims include N2:

N2: In virtue of the truth of N1, we are violating a negative duty.

IX. Collective Action and Corporate Action: French’s Model

Let us instead consider what I labeled in Section VII a corporatist model of

collective action. Peter French has explored the relationship between collective

action, conceived of as corporate action, collective responsibility, and individual
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responsibility in some detail.54,55 On his account it is appropriate to talk of col-

lective action in cases where we have a body in which we can identify a corpo-

rate decision structure that enables us to say which decisions taken by individual

members of the corporation should count as actions of the corporation.56 Typi-

cally, the corporate decision structure will be one that enables us to identify

some of the organization’s goals or desires, and also its beliefs. The actions of

the corporation will be actions carried out by its members in ways which accord

with the requirements of the decision structure.57

It might initially seem implausible to think that any of the groups of individ-

uals that Pogge wants to pick out with the pronoun “we” has anything analogous

to a corporate decision structure. They are widely scattered across different

nations and continents, and need not regard themselves as being part of a single

organization.58 Furthermore, the ideas of a corporation and of a corporate deci-

sion structure seem to be defined by reference to the legal system of a particular

state. If so it is not clear that we can make sense of the idea of a global corporate

decision structure of the sort which Pogge would need to appeal to here.

However, the idea may be less far-fetched than it initially seems. It is cer-

tainly plausible that individual states are capable of corporate action in ways

that are roughly analogous to the ones provided for by French’s account. We

might see the constitutions of some states as providing something analogous to a

corporate decision structure.59 We might also want to loosen the requirement

that a corporate decision structure be formulated in a fully explicit manner to

allow for the possibility of states such as the United Kingdom having such a

structure.60 Finally we might see international law as providing a framework

that enables us to identify certain individuals performing certain roles as being

the executive officers of the state.61

This does not yet give us anything that we could regard as an international

collective agent of the sort that Pogge has in mind when he discusses the harms

that he claims we inflict on the global poor. Still, the account might be devel-

oped further. Pogge often emphasizes the ways in which international organiza-

tions, treaties, and conventions defining international legal roles play in

contributing to the sorts of harms with which he is most concerned. These insti-

tutional frameworks could be seen as the collective work of the sovereign states

of the world: the work, in other words, not of an individual collective, but of a

collective of collectives. For this account to be workable, it seems as though we

would need to think of there being a corporate decision structure defining the

conditions under which the actions of states could be seen as constituting acts of

the international community.

There are several reasons for being skeptical about whether an account of

this sort would enable Pogge to defend a nondistributive version of his accusa-

tion. First of all, it is not clear how many acts of states, if any, could be regarded

as proceeding from an international decision structure of the sort that this

account envisages. Of course, there are international bodies, such as the United

Nations, which might be regarded as acting for an international community in
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the way that this account envisages. However, the sorts of economic arrange-

ments on which Pogge—rightly—tends to focus his attention do not seem to

come into existence as the result of decision making carried out in this way but

as a result of a rather more haphazard system of negotiation whose outcomes

typically reflect in a somewhat ad hoc manner the balance of power between dif-

ferent states rather than the operation of some predetermined and formalized

means of making decisions.62

Still, it might be argued that, to the extent that such negotiations are typi-

cally conducted within and enforced by reference to the decisions of an interna-

tional institutional framework, this framework can be seen as providing

something which is sufficiently similar to a corporate decision structure for

something like French’s model to apply.63 On the account envisaged, in saying

that “we” are violating the rights of the global poor, we are attributing an action

to a highly complex kind of collective agent. It is a collective agent that is com-

posed, at least in the first instance, not of individual human agents but of other

collective agents which are themselves composed of individuals.

X. Revisiting R: A Collective Agency Defense

In Section IX, I argued that the individuals that Pogge picks out with his

“we” might be seen as constituting a complex collective agent, whose actions

might include upholding the global economic order. In other words I have

argued that on this account it is true that

N1: We are upholding the existing global order.

This approach to defending N1 has limitations. For example, it is not clear

exactly which actions can be attributed to “us” on the model proposed. French’s

account is designed to solve the problem of deciding which actions performed

by individuals associated with a certain collective body can be attributed to that

collective and which cannot. Answers to questions of this sort will depend both

on the details of the corporate decision structure of the institution in question,

and the details of how any particular decision got made.

Something similar will be true when it comes to deciding exactly which

actions can be attributed to the international community. If we are not simply

interested in showing that we can make sense in theoretical terms of the idea

that “we” are committing such rights violations, but in determining in precisely

which cases we are guilty of doing so, then we will need a careful delineation of

what exactly the global analogue of the corporate decision structure is together

with careful accounts of how particular decisions have come about. Although

Pogge’s work is studded with empirical data about the results of poverty, he pro-

vides us with very few case studies of the sort of decision making that would be

needed to support attributions of responsibility in such cases. Still, we might see
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this less as an objection than as an important refinement that the collective

agency reading of N1 forces on us.

However, a defense of N along the lines suggested faces a more significant

obstacle. N2 goes beyond N1 insofar it makes a claim about wrongdoing. In

Section II, I suggested that the gap between N1 and N2 might be bridged by a

principle along the lines of R.

R: By upholding the existing global order, we violate the rights of the

global poor.

We now need to consider whether, on the account I have put forward, the

way in which we uphold the global economic order could constitute a rights vio-

lation. In particular, we should ask whether the collective agent implicated in

upholding the global economic order can count as violating rights.

In order to establish whether R might be true, we need to consider the follow-

ing four conditions: whether the collective agent whose existence I argued for in

Section IX makes a causal contribution to the nonfulfillment of the rights of the

poor; whether that contribution is foreseeable; whether it is avoidable; and

whether it constitutes a case of what Meckled-Garcia calls “directed wrongdoing.”

In each case the question we need to ask is a question about the collective agent

considered in Section IX.

One point is straightforward. If we think that the global economic order

contributes to the nonfulfillment of rights and we see this as the action of a col-

lective agent, then we can see the collective agent’s action as making contribut-

ing causally to the nonfulfillment of those rights.

What about the foreseeability and avoidability conditions? I suggested ear-

lier that as far as Pogge is concerned, the question of whether the nonfulfillment

of rights of a particular individual counts as foreseeable and avoidable need not

be understood as the question of whether individual agents causally implicated

in that nonfulfillment are capable of foreseeing or avoiding that nonfulfillment.

If we adopt a similarly lax standard for foreseeability and avoidability at the col-

lective level, then matters are straightforward. However, one advantage of the

collective agency approach is that it puts us in a position to articulate and defend

a more stringent standard for foreseeability—namely that the collective agent

involved in the rights violations which are in question here can foresee and

avoid the nonfulfillment.

Is the nonfulfillment of rights brought about by the collective that upholds

the global economic order foreseeable and avoidable by that collective? There

may be some difficulty in deciding how to apply the notion of foreseeability

here. To foresee is, among other things, to hold a (well-grounded) belief about

the future. So if we wish to apply the notion of foreseeability here, we will need

to say something about what it is for the collective (as opposed to its members),

to believe something. There is an extensive literature on the notion of collective
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belief. But one approach we might take is to take the role that belief plays in

deliberation to play a central role in articulating the notion we need here. We

might, in other words take the collective’s beliefs to consist of those informa-

tional resources on which it is able to draw in deciding how to act. In asking

whether the collective can foresee that in upholding the global economic order,

it brings about avoidable rights violations we are asking whether the information

that these policies will lead to the nonfulfillment of rights could come to play a

role in its deliberations. It seems hard to see how someone even minimally sym-

pathetic to Pogge’s outlook could deny this. If the relevant information is avail-

able to individuals—as Pogge presumably takes to be the case—then it is

presumably available to those individuals whose actions and decisions constitute

the actions of the collective agent we are considering here.

One might perhaps deny this if one thought, for example, that international

negotiators are formally precluded, by their role as negotiators, from considering

anything other than the material interest of states on whose behalf they are nego-

tiating—in something like the way that it’s sometimes thought that the officers of

business corporations are precluded from adopting aims other than that of maxi-

mizing shareholder value. However, while it is hard to deny that there will

often—perhaps always—be very strong political pressures which make it difficult

for them to consider the human rights impacts of their deliberations, it’s difficult

to accept that negotiators simply could not be moved in the right kind of way, not

least since it seems at least possible that they could be authorized to take such

considerations into account by those on whose behalf they are negotiating.

So much for foreseeability. What of avoidability? There is, of course, room

for empirical disagreement as to whether there are feasible alternative forms of

economic organization that would avoid the foreseeable nonfulfillment of

human rights which moves Pogge. Still, there seem to be good reasons for think-

ing that some forms of structural change might do so. In recent work, Leif

Wenar and has drawn attention to the way in which current political arrange-

ments incentivize tyrannical rulers to appropriate the natural resources of weak

states, and both he and Fabian Schuppert have suggested practicable reforms

which might remove these incentives.64

This brings us back, once again to the issue of directed wrongdoing, and in

particular the question of whether any of the actions of the collective agent we

are considering might constitute “directed wrongdoing.” Recall that on

Meckled-Garcia’s account directed wrongdoing must unreasonably impose

harm or loss, and that an action only imposes harm or loss unreasonably if there

is some principle available to the agent concerned which would prevent harms

or losses of this sort. One might think that on this account of directed wrongdo-

ing it is more or less impossible to show that upholding the existing economic

order could constitute directed wrongdoing; one would presumably have to

show that some alternative order is available on which no harms or losses of the

kind imposed by the existing economic order took place. And this is, of course,

a pretty tall order.
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However, the idea that directed wrongdoing requires the possibility of alter-

native courses of action which involve no similar losses seems implausible.

What should we say about agents who choose courses of action that involve

harms or risks while ignoring the possibility of alternative courses of action

which involve fewer harms or losses, or smaller or less widely distributed risks?

Some might deny that agents that pursue such courses of action act unreason-

ably.65 But this seems highly implausible. Suppose I am rushing someone suf-

fering from a life-threatening medical emergency to hospital in a rural area, and

I have a choice between two routes with equal travel times, one busy and one

less so. Suppose that I decide to exceed the speed limit, thereby imposing a risk

on some travelers, and suppose the gravity of the emergency is such as to make

imposing risk on travelers on the less busy road reasonable. I nevertheless

choose to take the busier road. It does not seem implausible to think I have

imposed these risks unreasonably, even if the only other option available to me

would have imposed risks on some individuals.

If this is right, then it will be much harder to argue that the collective agent

we are considering avoids directed wrongdoing. Instead of showing that an alter-

native order is available on which no harms or losses of the kind imposed by the

existing economic order took place, we simply need to show that an alternative

order is available on which fewer risks or harms are involved. In other words,

on this account the reasonableness component of the requirement that rights vio-

lations involve directed wrongdoing seems to add little to the foreseeability and

avoidability conditions which we have already discussed.

However, we still need to consider a further condition that Meckled-Garcia

builds into his account of directed wrongdoing. This is that an alternative course

of action need to be “available” to the agent to whom the directed wrongdoing

is imputed. At this point, a focus on collective agency leads to conclusions that

differ significantly from those Meckled-Garcia himself reaches. Meckled-Garcia

argues that from the perspective of individual agents involved in negotiating

economic arrangements, alternative arrangements may not be “available.” But it

is not so clear that they are unavailable to the collective agent that we are con-

sidering. From the point of view of an individual agent, a course of action whose

success depends on the contribution of others may not count as available to that

agent. It may not be among their deliberative options. It may, nevertheless be

among the deliberative options of a collective agent to whom those individuals

belong.

It may seem mysterious how this can be the case. After all a collective agent

can only pursue an option via the actions of individuals who make it up. How-

ever, the deliberative perspective of a collective agent can differ from that of

individuals. An individual deliberator cannot, when considering which options

are available, simply assume that other individuals will co-operate with him/her

in ways that will bring about a desired outcome. But from the perspective of a

collective agent this kind of worry disappears. We simply don’t have a collec-

tive agent if there is no mechanism by which it can be brought about that
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individuals who need to act in a particular way for the collective agent to act in

that way will actually do so. The mechanisms by which this can happen will be

very various: they can include sanctions, psychological identification with the

perspective of the collective, mechanisms of joint commitment, and so on. As a

result, options that are not deliberatively available to individual members of a

particular group may be deliberatively available to a collective agent. None of

this need entail that the collective agent acquires mysterious powers to bring

about changes in the world independently of the actions of individuals.

Someone might object that this cannot be right. Surely, they might say, a

collective agent’s success in carrying out its options depends on the co-

operation of other agents, just as an individual’s does. So the options that are

deliberatively available to a collective agent cannot extend further than those

deliberatively available to individuals who make up that agent. However, this

objection seems to prove too much. If an option counts as unavailable for a col-

lective agent whenever its success depends on the action of individual agents

who are part of the collective agent, then no options will ever count as being

available to collective agents. Insofar as an agent can only violate rights if some

options are deliberatively available to them, it would appear to follow that col-

lective agents cannot violate rights at all. This seems highly implausible.66

XI. Reading R Nondistributively

The defense of R—and of N—which I have offered in Sections IX and X

draws heavily on the idea that the “we” who are violating the human rights of

the world’s poorest do so as a collective agent. I argued in Section IV that we

had good reason to take claims about rights violations committed by collective

agents to involve nondistributive predication. So I now take myself to have

argued for a nondistributive reading of R.

To say that R is true in a sense which involves nondistributive predication

simply means that the truth of R is compatible with the following claim:

S: Some of us do not violate the rights of world’s poorest.

It does not follow from this that S is in fact true. And it does not follow that

the truth of R is compatible with the truth of S*.

S*: No individual violates the rights of the world’s poorest.

Still, some might worry that the nondistributive reading of R is compatible

with S*. This worry has at least two sources. The first is that, it is at least not

obvious that directed wrongdoing by collective agents need involve any directed

wrongdoing by any of the individual agents who make up that collective agent.

Furthermore, one might think that Meckled-Garcia has made a strong case for
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thinking that the actions by which the global economic order are imposed do not

involve—or need not involve—any directed wrongdoing at the individual level.

Since nothing I have said here undermines the case he has made for thinking

this, it seems as though the question of whether the nondistributive reading of R

is compatible with the truth of S remaıns open.

How serious a problem is this and for whom? It may well be a problem for

Pogge. As I noted in Section I, the terms in which Pogge expresses his view sug-

gest that the truth of N has some significance for how I should act. If the truth of

R is compatible with the truth of S* then one obvious route to this conclusion is

blocked (I shall examine whether there are any other less straightforward routes

to the same destination in Sections XII–XVII below).

Still, one might worry that the idea that R’s truth could be compatible with

the truth of S* is incoherent, since it seems to involve the possibility of a collec-

tive agent doing something which it is obliged not to do without any individual

doing something which they are obliged not to do. Whether not this is possible

is an issue that has been discussed in considerable detail in the literature on col-

lective obligations.67 Fortunately, however, we do not need to take sides on this

issue. For even those who argue that a collective can only do something it is

obliged not to if some individual does something they are obliged not to do so in

a way that leaves open the possibility that in doing so they need not have vio-

lated any rights.68

To see how this is possible, it is helpful to focus on one kind of case that

David Copp has discussed in some detail. This is the case of a collective which

makes a mistaken decision about the fate of an individual on the basis of a vote

in which the members of the committee all have legitimate moral excuses for

voting the wrong way. (The point of focusing on cases where individuals are

excused from wrongdoing rather than compelled is that otherwise we may be

inclined to conclude that the committee could not have decided otherwise than it

did, and therefore was under no obligation to do so.) Let us also suppose that the

committee’s decision involves violating the rights of the individual about whom

they are deciding. This rights violation must involve wrongdoing that is directed

not (just) in the sense introduced by Meckled-Garcia and discussed in detail in

this article, but in a more straightforward sense of wronging a particular individ-

ual. It must involve, in other words, the breach of a duty owed to a particular

individual—namely the individual whose rights are violated.

Frank Hindriks and Stephanie Collins say of such cases that even if no one

was at fault for voting as they did, it does not follow that no committee member

has breached their obligations. For we might hold that individual committee

members had a duty to institute procedures that would have prevented the kinds

of outcome in question. (Alternatively, we may think of the collective agent as

the body on whose behalf the committee is acting, and hold that those who set

up the committee breached their obligations.) They also concede that such

actions may be merely pro tanto rather than all-out duties. But we should notice

that duties of this sort do not seem to be duties owed to the person whose rights
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are violated, and that they therefore do not constitute violations of the rights of

the individual the committee violates.

Why should we think that the obligations that the committee members

breach should not be regarded as directed obligations? One is that if an obliga-

tion has been breached in cases where the committee decides to act in a way that

violates someone’s rights, the very same duty would already have been breached

before the committee’s decision was made, and would still have been violated if

for some reason the relevant decision had not needed to be taken. In this case

the obligation that has been breached cannot be a directed obligation—there is

no particular individual we can see the obligation as being directed to. But in

cases where the committee does violate someone’s rights it is the very same

obligation that is breached. So it cannot be a directed obligation either, and a

failure to fulfill it need not constitute a violation of anyone’s rights (even though

it may be a necessary condition of a rights violation occurring). In short, even if

we agree that there can be no breach of a collective’s obligations without some

breach of an individual’s obligations, it does not follow that any rights violation

by a collective agent must involve some rights violation by an individual who is

a member of that collective.

XII. Action-Guiding Implications for Individuals (1): A

Corporatist Account?

I have now argued for the truth of nondistributive readings of the following

claims:

N1: We are upholding the existing global order.

N2: In virtue of the truth of N1, we are violating a negative duty.

R: By upholding the existing global order, we violate the rights of the

global poor.

The truth of these claims, so understood, might be taken as a vindication of

Pogge’s position. But as I noted in Section I, matters are not quite so simple. For

Pogge’s claims about what we have done are presented in such a way as to sug-

gest that they have significant implications for the question of what each one of

us should do. If distributive readings of N1, N2, and R could be defended, this

conclusion would be not only natural but correct. But since only nondistributive

versions of these claims can be defended, and since such claims, by definition,

say nothing about whether any particular individuals have violated rights or

breached obligations, nothing yet follows about the implications of these claims

for any individual. Indeed, for all that has been said so far, these points might

have no implications for any individual agent at all. I take it that Pogge would

find this conclusion unsatisfactory. In order to avoid it, we need some account
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for how (backward-looking) responsibility at the collective level traces back to

the individual level. Pogge says little that would help us to address this issue.

This should now seem like a major lacuna in his view. In the remainder of this

article I shall argue that there is no obvious strategy for repairing it.

We might hope that French’s account might provide us with some way out

of this impasse. French is certainly concerned with questions about how the

(backward-looking) responsibilities of individuals and corporate agents relate to

one another. However, the generality of French’s account seems to preclude this

possibility. In order for that account to function as a plausible account of corpo-

rate agency, it needs to be compatible with a wide range of models of corporate

governance. However, it seems highly plausible that the details of how—if at

all—backward-looking responsibility should distribute from the corporate to the

individual level will depend on the details of the model that is operative in any

given case. For example, we would expect such responsibility to distribute dif-

ferently in a worker-owned co-operative in which each individual had consider-

able input into and knowledge of the projects being pursued by the corporation

as a whole than in a corporation with a top-down management style in which

employees had little input into decision making and little knowledge of what

projects were being pursued.69

There is also a further reason for being pessimistic about the extent to which

French’s account of backward-looking collective responsibility might be one

which would allow us to infer conclusions about backward-looking individual

responsibility from claims about backward-looking collective responsibility. For

French himself expresses doubts about the extent to which we are likely to be in

possession of enough information to hold individuals responsible for their role

in corporate decisions.70 And the problems seem to be magnified when we con-

sider collectives which have collectives as their members, for we will need to be

able to distribute responsibility from the individual to the collective level twice

over. So even if we can say what “we” are responsible for in such cases, it may

be impossible to determine what “I” am responsible for.

We might try to mitigate the seriousness of these conclusions.71 One possi-

ble response would be to say that what we have here is a purely epistemic prob-

lem: namely, that although individuals can know that they are responsible for

playing some role in a collective rights violation, they cannot know precisely

what they personally are responsible for. But the problem is more serious than

this suggests. For it is typically the case that corporate responsibility does not

distribute to all the members of a corporation which bears responsibility. On the

other hand, Pogge’s rhetorical stance, and many of his explicit statements

clearly suggest that he takes it to be the case that many or all of the members of

his “we” will be individuals to whom responsibility does distribute.72 As things

stand that conclusion does not seem justified.

A second response might be to abandon the attempt to attribute responsibil-

ity to individuals, and restrict ourselves to a position on which we attribute

responsibility to a group of collective agents, such as nations and multinational
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corporations. Even this might turn out to run into the same kinds of problems as

beset the attempt to attribute responsibility to individuals. But it is also worth

noting that this approach would involve abandoning Pogge’s first-personal

approach: it would leave us with an account on which the addressees of the con-

clusions of Pogge’s arguments would be collective agents rather than individuals.

I suspect that Pogge would not regard this as a friendly amendment to his view.

XIII. Action-Guiding Implications for Individuals (2): Kutzian

Accountability

I noted in Section II that a fully convincing defense of Pogge’s position

would requires us to be able to explain how the truth of N might have action-

guiding implications for particular individuals who form part of Pogge’s “we.”

In Sections VIII–X, I argued that N1, N2, and R were best understood as involv-

ing nondistributive forms of predication, and in Sections XI and XII I explained

why this raised difficulties for the project of deriving such action-guiding impli-

cations, and argued that a corporatist model of collective action does not help to

circumvent these difficulties. We might, however, think that Christopher Kutz’s

work on individual accountability for collective action, which I mentioned

briefly in Section III, offers an alternative and potentially more fruitful way for-

ward. In the remainder of this article I shall argue that it does not.

Before doing so, it is necessary to address two obvious worries about this

approach. The first is that, as I noted in Section III, Kutz’s notion of accountabil-

ity seems to be importantly different from that of either forward-looking or

backward-looking responsibility. Second, we might worry about whether and

how far the conclusions that Kutz comes to about accountability depend on his

views about collective action. Since I have relied on an account of collective

action that is different from Kutz’s, we might worry that the approach he puts

forward is one that is not available to us within the present argumentative

context.

The fact that accountability is not the same as either forward- or backward-

looking responsibility turns out to be less of a drawback than it might at first

seem. In Section III, I suggested that we should be concerned about backward-

looking responsibility because attributions of backward-looking responsibility

could, in conjunction with the Natural View, support attributions of forward-

looking responsibility. It is this line of thought that led us to look, albeit unsuc-

cessfully, for ways of deriving claims about individual backward-looking

responsibility from claims about collective responsibility in Section XII. In con-

junction with the Natural View about the relationship between backward- and

forward-looking responsibility, such claims would give rise to action-guiding

considerations for individuals. But one initially attractive aspect of Kutz’s

notion of accountability is that it suggests an alternative way of deriving action-

guiding consequences which does not rely either on the Natural View or on our
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being able to make attributions of backward-looking responsibilities to

individuals.

The worry that we may here be relying on a notion of collective action to

which we should not be appealing in this context is also easily addressed. In dis-

cussing Kutz’s account of collective action, I noted that, given his account of

collective action, we could not plausibly infer that “we” were violating the rights

of the worst-off from the claim that we were upholding the global economic

order. However, I did not argue that Kutz’s theory of collective action was itself

incorrect. Furthermore, the possibility of a pluralist account of collective action

leaves open the possibility that what counts as collective action under French’s

model will also count as such on Kutz’s model (and in fact, Kutz thinks that this

is the case.)73 If we can identify principles on which we might hold individuals

accountable for their role in collective action which do not depend on the claim

that in so doing they are violating a right, we may still be able to apply them in

this context.

Kutz puts forward two different tests for individuals’ accountability for col-

lective action. One is based on the maxims involved in collective action, and

one based on the consequences of such action. On the face of it, either might

provide for a way of deriving conclusions about the implications of the truth of

nondistributive readings of N1, N2, and R for individuals. But I shall argue that

neither of them does so. The maxim-based test does not do because, on this test,

we are not accountable for our participation in the global economic order. And

the consequence-based test does not do because the version of the test that Kutz

puts forward is flawed. Although these flaws can be repaired, the repaired ver-

sion of the test is one on which, once more, we turn out not to be accountable

for our participation in the global economic order.

XIV. Kutz’s Maxim-Based Test

I start by considering Kutz’s maxim-based test. Kantians hold that it is

impermissible—a violation of a negative duty—for individuals to engage in

actions which have maxims which are not universalizable. Kutz’s proposal

resembles this Kantian principle but differs from it in two significant respects. It

claims that individuals should be held accountable when they participate in col-

lective projects that involve maxims that would fail Kantian-style tests of uni-

versalizability. This is significant for the following reason: it is at least possible,

on Kutz’s view, that the maxim which governs the actions by which I participate

in some collective project should pass the universalizability test, but the maxim

of the project as a whole should not. This will happen, for example, when an

individual’s contribution to the harm produced by the project is either marginal

or pre-empted by others.74

I shall now argue that insofar as it is clear how to apply the maxim-based

test, there is no reason to think that individuals who are part of Kutz’s “we” fail

it on the basis of their participation in the global economic order. Since the
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maxim-based test is only one of the tests for accountability that Kutz proposes,

it does not follow that individuals who participate in upholding the global eco-

nomic order cannot be held accountable at all. Participants in such projects may

still be accountable under the consequence-based test that I discuss in Section

XV.

I shall start by defending the view that although the maxims involved in col-

lective projects need not be identifiable with the maxims of individual agents,

facts about these maxims must be in some sense grounded in, and bear an intelli-

gible relationship to facts about the maxims of such agents. I start with some

observation about the notoriously controversial Kantian term “maxim.” The fol-

lowing points are widely agreed among Kant scholars. First, maxims are rules or

policies by which agents may guide themselves. Second, the fact that a certain

policy or rule is not consciously present to one’s mind when one decides what to

do need not prevent it from being the maxim of one’s action (indeed Kant often

emphasizes the difficulties we might have in discerning the maxim under which

we are acting). Third, it is not sufficient for something to be the maxim of one’s

action that it should correctly describe the way that one in fact acts: there are

many such correct descriptions which are not the maxim of my action (I take

this to be at least part of the point of Kant’s discussion of the honest shopkeeper

in Section II of the Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals.)

A more controversial, yet nevertheless defensible condition on something’s

being the maxim of my action is that the maxim of my action must be capable

of playing a role in explaining how I act. It is a condition of its so doing that it

be capable of entering into a rationalizing explanation both of the way in which

I acted and of ways in which I would have (actually) acted if different circum-

stances had presented themselves to me.75

Suppose we take Kutz to be committed to the principle that something can

only count as a maxim involved in a collective project if it can play a role in giv-

ing rationalizing explanations of actions that individuals take in pursuing that

project. This constraint accommodates many of the kinds of cases that Kutz

wants to accommodate, such as the case where an individual carries out a part in

a plan, without that plan being fully transparent to them. For example, Kutz

seems to hold that if I participate in a collective action such as the firebombing

of Dresden, aspects of the plan that the instigators of the bombing had which

may have been unknown to me are relevant to assessing my accountability. In

such cases these maxims will play a role in explaining what I did. They will also

be grounded in facts about the psychology of some individual agent. And in

fact, given Kutz’s commitment to a minimalist metaphysics on which there are

no collective agents, it is hard to see how anything could play this kind of

explanatory role without being grounded in the psychology of some agent or

agents.

I conclude that the constraint that maxims should be grounded in the psy-

chological states of agents is an appropriate one to apply when applying Kutz’s

maxim-based test. So understood, the maxim-based tests seem to provide no
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basis for a defense of N2. There seems to be no obvious maxim involved in

either our economic participation in the global economy or our political partici-

pation in states which enforce the global order which meets the test of rationaliz-

ing explanatory relevance, and which would fail the universalizability test. I do

not want to rule out the possibility that there might be some such maxim; but it

is not clear to me what it might be.

We might think that a version of a maxim-based test that requires that max-

ims have some form of psychological reality is insufficiently demanding. One

might, for example, take the profoundly un-Kantian view that something should

count as the maxim of one’s action provided it correctly describes all of one’s

actual actions. However, a version of the maxim-based test that leaves maxims

unconstrained in this way seems impossibly demanding. For, however I act,

there is likely to be some policy which is consistent with all of my actions in

actual cases but which demands obviously unacceptable courses of action in

cases which I do not encounter. A maxim of this sort will presumably fail Kutz’s

version of the universalizability test. But the mere possibility of such a policy,

floating free of any causal or explanatory connection with what actually hap-

pens, shouldn’t put me morally on the hook. While I take this point to be so

obvious as to require no detailed defense, it is probably worth noticing that a

principle which assigned accountability along the lines suggested would be so

demanding as to be reasonably rejectable by those to whom it might apply under

any plausible account of reasonableness.76

XV. Kutz’s Consequence-Based Test

Kutz’s consequence-based test allows us to hold people accountable for par-

ticipation in projects that do not involve the kind of explicit planning which

seems required for the application of the maxim-based test.77 The test holds us

responsible for the consequences of projects that we have participatory inten-

tions to join in. I shall now try to show that the arguments Kutz puts forward in

defense of this test should instead be taken to support a narrower view of

accountability, and that on this narrower view it is implausible that we are

accountable for violating the rights of the global poor.

Kutz defends his consequence-based test by reference to a small-scale

example, involving a group of individuals all of whom participate in a picnic.

Kutz argues that if one of these individuals, intending to play their part in the

joint project of the picnic, carelessly places a rug over a neighbor’s flower-bed,

in such a way that the neighbor’s flowers are damaged by it, all of the partici-

pants in the picnic, and not simply the ones who placed the rug or sat on it are

accountable for the damage to the flower-bed.

However, even if we accept Kutz’s claims about accountability in this par-

ticular case, the example underdetermines the principle involved. The example

has at least three significant features, which might be taken to be relevant to

assigning accountability, and which are lacking in other kinds of case of
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participation in a collective project. Two are relatively easy to understand. First,

in the picnic case, the kind of damage for which individuals are being held

accountable is reasonably foreseeable. Secondly, it is plausible that it is under

the control of the picnickers, in the sense that there are alternative courses of

action which would avoid damage to the flowers which are not only physically

and psychologically possible, but also deliberatively accessible to the picnick-

ers: that is to say, courses of action which they could and should have

considered.

A third feature of the picnic example is slightly more complicated. Margaret

Gilbert has suggested that the kind of collective action involved in the picnic

example is of a type that might plausibly be taken to generate what Abraham

Sesshu Roth has called “contralateral commitments.”78 Such commitments are

generated by forms of collective action that make individuals answerable to one

another for their performance. Gilbert has explored in detail a kind of collective

action, involving joint commitment to a common project, on which it is highly

plausible that such contralateral commitments arise. But, as she notes, on Kutz’s

account collective action need not involve joint commitment of this sort, and so

need not give rise to contralateral commitments

We can see the potential relevance of these features of Kutz’s example by

considering a case in which they are lacking. Suppose I intend to participate, not

in a genteel picnic, but as part of the audience at a rock festival. This will

involve a participatory intention, so on Kutz’s account it will involve collective

action.79 However, on the face of it this does not seem to be the kind of collec-

tive project that generates contralateral commitments: if, having bought my

ticket I decide not to go, I am not—typically—answerable to other audience

members (matters may be different if I have arranged to go with a group of

friends). Suppose further that although I am relatively responsible about what I

do with my waste, and I try to make sure that others are as well, some of the

other audience members dump their waste in a neighboring farmer’s field. I shall

simply stipulate that this is unforeseeable.80 Whether or not it is foreseeable, it

does not seem to be under the control of the nonlittering members of the rock

concert audience (although it may be under the control of the organizers).

It is far from clear that in this scenario I am accountable for the littering of

other audience members, purely in virtue of being an audience member myself

(matters may be different if I am an organizer of the concert). Furthermore, it

seems plausible that my participation in the global economy has more in com-

mon with my participation in a rock concert than it does with my participation

in a picnic. In particular, it seems plausible that even where the condition of

foreseeability is met, the conditions of control and mutual answerability are not.

We might wonder what to say about cases where one or two of the features

involved are lacking but not the other. However, it is harder than one might

think to pull all three features apart: in particular, contralateral commitment

seems one plausible explanation of how control, as distinct from foreseeability,

might be achieved. Nevertheless, it seems as though, if either control or contra-
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lateral commitment is necessary for accountability then my participation in the

global economy will not be sufficient to make me liable.

Consider control first of all. Assume, optimistically, that there are economic

arrangements that would result in better outcomes than those we have today,

and that under those arrangements fewer or even none of the individuals whose

rights are currently unfulfilled would go unfulfilled. It does not follow that from

the fact that those arrangements are possible, and that we could act in ways that

could bring them about, that the fact that we don’t have those arrangements is a

matter that is under our control. For, we might plausibly think that even if such

arrangements are possible, they are not, as matters now stand, deliberatively

available: it is simply not clear how we might get there from here.

Some might suggest that instead of considering control we should consider

contralateral commitment. In particular they might claim that citizenship of a

state involves precisely the kind of contralateral commitments to other citizens

that Gilbert takes to be important here, and that via the capacity to vote individu-

als have control over the economic and diplomatic policies that their states pur-

sue.81 This may be correct. However, it is not relevant to the current issue. For

the question to be considered was not whether, as a citizen of a state, I am

accountable for the policies of my state, but whether, as a member of a global

agent consisting of a collective of collectives I am accountable for what that

higher-level collective does. It is not clear how or whether the fact that I am a

member of a state could give me contralateral responsibilities to citizens of other

states. So again, the argument fails to support any plausible view about what

individuals might be liable for.

XVI. Avoiding Gaps in Accountability while Allowing Gaps in

Responsibility

I have argued that Kutz’s principle for assigning accountability for the con-

sequences of collective action is implausible; and that the more plausible princi-

ple which his argument supports is one which would not make individual

members of Pogge’s “we” accountable for the consequences of upholding the

global economic order. But we might defend the original principle on the

grounds that, unlike the revised principle, it avoids the unpalatable consequence

that in cases of massive overdetermination of harm (such as the example he

gives of the Dresden firebombing), no one is accountable.

We might not agree. First of all, it seems plausible that in many such cases

the maxim-based test will be enough to establish accountability. Second, it is

not clear that, in cases where harm is overdetermined, either the control condi-

tion or the contralateral commitment condition in the revised principle must fail.

It is certainly not clear that they do in the Dresden firebombing case: we might

think that in that case an alternative course of action, namely that of a general

refusal to participate, was deliberatively available, and that the joint project is

very much one of the kind that generates contralateral commitments.
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But suppose the objection was correct: how bad would the consequences

be? That will depend on which of the two strategies I identified in Section X as

ways of bridging the gap between accountability and liability we adopt. One

approach was to forget about individual responsibility, and focus on account-

ability. Doing so would require us to give up on the Natural View about the rela-

tionship between backward- and forward-looking responsibility. But it would

require more than this: it would require us to give up on any view on which indi-

vidual backward-looking responsibility plays a significant role in determining

forward-looking responsibility. Furthermore, it seems any such view could only

retain the first-personal component that I argued to be an important component

of Pogge’s position, at the expense of making backward-looking claims like the

Negative Duty claim play a relatively insignificant part in determining individ-

ual accountability.

The alternative strategy was to take the arguments Kutz put forward to be

arguments in favor of principles of backward-looking responsibility rather than

principles of accountability. If we adopt this strategy we will have to accept that

some cases of overdetermined harm will give rise to backward-looking responsi-

bility gaps at an individual level (though not at a collective level.)82 We might

worry that, if we are committed to the Natural View of the relationship between

backward- and forward-looking responsibility, responsibility gaps will give rise

to gaps in forward-looking responsibility.

Gaps of this latter sort may be less acceptable. However, we will only be

compelled to this conclusion if we accept not just the Natural View of the rela-

tionship between backward- and forward-looking responsibility, but also a stron-

ger view on which backward-looking responsibility is the only possible ground

for forward-looking responsibility. However this stronger view is implausible:

backward-looking responsibility is only one of many bases on which forward-

looking responsibility might be assigned.83

XVI. Concluding Remarks

I have argued that we should adopt the “collective action” reading of

Pogge’s claim that we are upholding the global economic order and that we

should do so on both textual grounds and grounds of philosophical fruitfulness.

On this reading, we can make a good case for the truth of Pogge’s claim, and for

the further claim that we are violating a negative duty. French’s account helps

us to see how we might do so. However, I have also argued that the normative

relevance of this fact to individuals is much less than we might initially be

inclined to think. We could avoid this conclusion if we were able to articulate

and defend a plausible view about the normative relevance for individuals of

claims about collective responsibility. Pogge and those inspired by his moral

vision have not yet suggested how we might do so: they should direct their

efforts to this end.
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22 Smiley and Oliver (2013).
23 For ease of exposition, I omit reference to some of the qualifications of the Natural View men-

tioned in Section II.
24 The ‘Natural View,’ for example, seems to support no such inference.
25 Pogge (2014, 83) provides a rare exception. For reasons which will emerge in what follows, I think

this is an unfortunate blunder.
26 See Wringe (2016) for some suggestions as to how this second step might work in practice.
27 One participant in the debate who does hold this view is Meckled-Garcia. See for example

Meckled-Garcia (2014, 445).
28 See for example French (1986); Gilbert (1989; 2008); Kutz (2000a; 2000b); List and Pettit (2011).

One exception to the general rule is the notion of “aggregative collection action” found in Chant

(2007). On this view, the N1ca collapses into N1cc. Since I argue that N1cc is not the best read-

ing of Pogge’s view, I don’t discuss Chant’s view in detail here.
29 Kutz (2000a; 2000b).
30 French (1986), passim.
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31 Gilbert (2002).
32 For example, we are told that the British state has an unsustainable national debt. By contrast, I

myself have merely a modest overdraft.
33 The distinction between the causal contribution and collective agency readings of N1 is, however,

not obviously equivalent to the distinction between distributive and nondistributive readings of the

plural predication that it contains; it is not clear that someone who makes a causal contributes to

the global economic order’s being upheld can themselves be described as upholding that order.
34 Ashford (2013); Meckled-Garcia (2013). For an earlier discussion of a position rather like N1cc

see also Ashford (2006). Elsewhere, Meckled-Garcia discusses (and argues against) a different

interpretation of N1, on which individuals are complicit in the wrongdoing of collective agents;

but this is also distinct from the view I discuss in this and following section since it does not

involve any explicit commitment to nondistributive claims about either action or wrongdoing

(Meckled-Garcia 2014).
35 Parfit (1986).
36 Further support for this reading might be found in Pogge’s use of the term “collaboratively

imposing” (Pogge 2011, 1).
37 For further support for this reading of Pogge’s position see Pogge (2013, 310–11).
38 Pogge (2005; 2007)
39 Lawford-Smith (2015).
40 Meckled-Garcia (2013, 116–7).
41 Ashford (2013) suggests that Meckled-Garcia may go wrong in assuming that rights violations

must involve discrete actions by individual agents. On my understanding of Meckled-Garcia’s

view this seems inessential: there’s no reason why we need to be able to tell which acts of a par-

ticular agent are the ones which unreasonably impose harm or risk: all we need to know is that

there are some such acts. This could be true, for example, in a situation where I know that in

exactly 50 percent of cases in which I press a certain button, some individual will have a fatal

electric shock inflicted on them, even when I don’t know exactly which cases these will be.

What’s important, presumably, is that there’s some reasonable principle on which I don’t press

the button at all (Pogge seems to make a similar point in Concluding Reflections (2013, 307).
42 This strategy is suggested in Ashford (2013, 140–41), although it is not clear whether she would

subscribe to the particular conception of reasonableness that I have suggested as an alternative

to Meckled-Garcia’s.
43 One qualm about this might be that it seems unreasonable to regard a particular individual as respon-

sible for causing a particular harm if they could only have done so by adopting a principle that

could have only reasonably been adopted if other agents had co-operated. But this need not count

against the widened conception of reasonableness I have suggested. It might instead count as a rea-

son for rejecting what, in Section II, I called the “Natural View” of the relationship between for-

ward- and backward-looking responsibility. See, for example, Ashford (2013, 146–53).
44 See for example French (1986); Gilbert (1989; 2008; 2013); Kutz (2000a; 2000b); Pettit (2007);

List and Pettit (2011).
45 For singularism see Kutz (2000b). For pluralism see Gilbert (2002).
46 Although very little in my argument requires this, my sympathies are with pluralism.
47 Kutz (2000a; 2000b) describes his account as a “minimalist” account of collective action. One

might think that there is an even less demanding account of collective action available here than

Kutz’s—namely what Chant (2008) calls the “aggregative” conception of collective action, on

which one participates in a collective action merely by virtue of making some causal contribu-

tion to a state of affairs to which others causally contribute. I ignore this conception of collective

action here, since it is one on which N1ca turns out to be equivalent to N1cc.
48 French (1986).
49 I thank an anonymous referee for encouraging me to clarify this point.
50 As I have already noted, while Pogge evinces some interest in the idea that we have forward-

looking obligations to remedy the harms caused by global poverty, he appears to ground these in
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duties to make good wrongs done. So we cannot skirt round the question of ascribing liability to

individuals.
51 Both examples are Kutz’s own: see Kutz (2000a), 115 ff .
52 Indeed, if as Kutz hints, such an analysis is impossible, this may be the best we can do in this con-

text. But see Gilbert (2002) for serious objections to this suggestion.
53 Kutz (2000a), passim; Kutz (2000b).
54 Pogge has also indicated in conversation that he thinks this might be the right sort of account of

corporate agency to adopt in this context; but as far as I know he has not explored this line of

thought in print.
55 French (1986). Note that French’s views have changed in some important respects: see for example

French (1995). However, one feature of his position that has remained more or less constant is a

stress on what I earlier called “backward-looking” rather than “forward-looking” responsibility.

For a critique see Hess 2014.
56 French (1986, 39–41).
57 French (1986, 43–47).
58 As one referee pointed out, it’s implausible to regard emotional identification as being relevant to

questions about whether one is a member of a business corporation. I mention the point for two

reasons. First, I think it does explain why there is some psychological resistance to using

French’s model of collective action. Second, even if the point is not relevant to the question of

whether we are in fact members of such a corporation, it may nevertheless be relevant to

whether the members of such a corporation can effectively address one another as “we.”
59 Stilz (2011).
60 The question of whether the United Kingdom has an explicitly formulated corporate decision

structure is distinct from the question of whether it has a written constitution. Whatever one

thinks about the latter question, the fact that in the run-up to the general elections of 2010 and

2015 civil servants have needed to explicitly formulate procedures to be followed in the event of

a hung Parliament suggests that the “corporate decision structure” of the UK had not been made

fully explicit prior to those elections. Since there seems little reason to suppose that similar

arrangements will not be needed in future, I take it that this remains true today.
61 One obvious disanalogy between states and business corporations, noted by a referee for this jour-

nal, is that citizenship of a state is not always voluntary (though it can be in states where one can

give up one’s citizenship), whereas membership in a business corporation typically is. But it’s

not clear to me why this point should be relevant to determining whether the state is a collective

agent with a decision-making procedure that allows for the possibility of attributing some actions

of individuals to the collective agent. It is much more plausible to think that it is relevant to

determining how different kinds of responsibility should be distributed from the collective agent

to its members—an issue which I address in Section XI. For further discussion, see footnote 64.
62 As one anonymous referee pointed out, it would be an exaggeration to see this as being true of inter-

national law as a whole: it may well not be true of those parts of international law which are based

on custom and on related case law. But as the same referee conceded, it is plausible that it is true

of treaty-based law. One might regard the point about customary international law as fatal here

since, as the same referee has pointed out in subsequent discussion, the natural resource and sover-

eignty privileges on which Pogge bases much of his case might be viewed as part of customary

rather than treaty-based international law (but see Schuppert 2014, 68ff for a discussion of ways in

which treaty-based law also plays a significant role in this context of the resource privilege). Still,

I think the point is less critical than the referee suggests: at best it suggests that, on the account I

favor, the case for N1 would be better made by focusing on treaty-based aspects of the global eco-

nomic order such as GATT (and it may not even show this, insofar as the effects of the natural

resource privilege clearly could be modified by treaty-based measures either directly or indirectly

in ways inspired by some of the suggestions made in Wenar 2008).
63 Similarly, I don’t think it undermines the position for which I am arguing in the article that the

details of the decision structure of the international agent that plays a central role in my article
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are very different from those of most corporations, or that the roles that it defines don’t corre-

spond to those that are typical of a business corporation. The key point for my purposes is that

we should be able identify such a structure in a way that makes it possible to distinguish between

actions of that agent and actions of either individuals or nations.
64 Wenar (2008); Schuppert (2014). I am grateful to my colleague Simon Wigley for drawing my

attention to the relevance of Wenar’s work in this context.
65 Some discussions of so-called “Taurek” cases (Taurek 1977) such as that put forward in Timmer-

mann (2004) seem to countenance this possibility.
66 It is also a view which Meckled-Garcia himself rejects, since he concedes that states—which are

presumably collective agents if anything is—can be complicit in rights violations (Meckled-

Garcia 2014, 445).
67 David Copp defends this view in Copp (2007) and Copp (2009) as does Smith (2009). For dissent

see Miller (2007); Ludwig (2007); Hindriks (2009); Collins (2017).
68 Hindriks (2009); Collins (2017).
69 We might also expect the way in which any kind of responsibility distributed to be sensitive to the

ways on which membership was a voluntary matter: for example, it would not be absurd to think

the fact that one’s membership of a collective body was involuntary might excuse one from a

share in the responsibility one would otherwise bear for actions performed by that body. For fur-

ther helpful discussion see Pasternak (2011; 2013).
70 French (1986, 138–39).
71 I am grateful to a referee for suggesting the responses considered in the next two paragraphs.
72 Consider, for example, the quotation from Pogge (2011, 16) previously cited in footnote 3.
73 Kutz (2000b).
74 Although on some accounts of collective agency we could regard a maxim as being involved in a

collective project if it is the maxim of some collective agent carrying out that project, Kutz’s

account should not be interpreted in this way. His account is intended to allow for the possibility

of collective agency while avoiding any commitment to the existence of collective agents.
75 Kant’s commitment to transcendental idealism would, I take it, hold that the explanatory relation-

ship here involves some kind of noncausal grounding—a notion that we should clearly not sad-

dle Kutz with.
76 In Section VI, I argued that the notion of reasonableness cannot bear a great deal of dialectical

weight. Is it inconsistent of me to rely on it here? I don’t think so: it’s quite plausible to think

that there isn’t a clear way of choosing between the conceptions of reasonableness that Ashford

and Meckled-Garcia offer, but that on any plausible conception of reasonableness the constraint

imposed by the very loose conception of maxim will be unreasonably demanding.
77 Kutz (2000a, 140ff).
78 Roth (2004).
79 This will be so even if we choose to characterize my involvement here as “attending” rather than

“participating”; clearly what I intend is to take part in a collective enterprise.
80 If it makes the stipulation seem more plausible, we can assume that the rock concert takes place in,

say, Sweden, rather than the United States.
81 Gilbert (2008).
82 Some authors have been willing to accept views of this sort in the slightly different context of cor-

porate responsibility. See French (1986, 138–39). Pogge might find this unacceptable. Pogge

(2014, 85) suggests that he does, but provides no argument for rejecting this view, unless an

incredulous stare counts as an argument in this context.
83 For two alternative views see Young (2007; 2011) and Wringe (2005; 2014).
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